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“Virtual books” will no longer face the problems of their

remotely from any location by means of a computer

physical counterparts and will be duplicated as many times as desired.

network, favoring universal accessibility. In this revolu-

The library itself will be “infinite”...(P. Z. M.)2

tionary conception, “virtual books” will no longer face
the problems of their physical counterparts and will be
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ith passing years, it seems that the old

duplicated as often as desired. The library itself will be

habit of visiting large libraries with

“infinite” since there will be no limit to the number of

never-ending shelves of books on the most varied top-

books it may contain, as long as it is structured and

ics is becoming increasingly more rare, with prefer-

made available through powerful computers intercon-

ence for the use of the so-called Virtual Libraries. This

nected with high speed networks.2

is a phenomenon that is not limited to any particular

As an important part of this movement in the

area of knowledge, since we can find at no cost on the

health area, we point out the digital content, available

internet both the complete works of Machado de Assis

in our country, in the Virtual Health Library (VHL), a

and the latest discoveries in any and all branches of

program that became consolidated as a strategy of

science.

the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) for tech-

Searching for an explanation for the impact of

nical cooperation in scientific health information in Latin

technology on the generation, publication and availability

America and the Caribbean, and which consists of

of documents based on computer technology, Landoni

national systems operating networks of libraries and of

et al.1 have divided the history of libraries into three

centers of documentation in health sciences. The VHL

main periods: the traditional library (from Aristoteles

is the result of the evolution led by the Latin American

to the beginning of library automation), the modern or

and Caribbean Center of Health Science Information

automated library (in which computers were used for

and was created in the 1990’s during the IV Regional

basic services such as cataloguing and organization of

Congress of Health Science Information (CRICS4) held

the collection), and finally the electronic library (the

in 1998 in San José, Costa Rica.

library of the future, conceived as a new strategy for

The creation of VHL clearly showed the phase

information retrieval, where the complete text of docu-

of convergence of the model of information manage-

ments is available on-line). This library can be accessed

ment and health information exchange for the para-
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digm of the Internet, as a means of production of

which favor equitable access to scientific knowledge.2

sources and flows of scientific and technical informa-

Within this context, we may emphasize three impor-

tion. The network was constructed in a cooperative

tant points that contribute significantly to the success

manner, strengthening capacities and infrastructures

of the model: the time between submission of a paper

and facilitating ample access to information for the

and its availability for access on the part of users is

permanent improvement of health and for the develop-

minimized; all published papers can be universally

ment of the Region in a sustainable manner. During

accessed at any time regardless of the place where

the same period, the Regional Library of Medicine

the user is; visibility and accessibility can be maximized.4

(BIREME), with the support of the the Agency for the

In other words, the process starts with the execution

Support of Research of the State of São Paulo

of the study in itself and ends with its publication and

(FAPESP), created SciELO - Scientific Electronic Library

dissemination to the scientific community. It has be-

Online, as a model for the cooperative electronic pub-

come much more rapid and accessible, accompany-

lication of scientific journals on the Internet in an open

ing the natural evolution of the means of communica-

access modality .3

tion and showing that science has much to gain from

The most incredible feature within the VHL con-

the facility of the flow of information in the digital world.

cept is that the process of democratization of knowl-

And today the reality is different. We are getting

edge was elevated to its maximum degree since the

used to facing a never ending quantity of computers

Internet is increasingly present as a great vehicle of

when we enter a virtual library and to navigate in an

communication in science. The easy access to scien-

infinite world. These are different times.

tific journals on the Internet has led even the most resistant persons, who defended the old paper model as
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